'GPI Roma', a new glucose phosphate isomerase deficient variant: in vivo occurrence of postsynthetic modifications of the mutant enzyme.
In a 5-year-old Italian girl with severe congenital hemolytic anemia, red cell GPI deficiency was proven, and found to be due to a new variant, 'GPI Roma.' The parents are first cousins and have been proven to be heterozygous for this variant. GPI Roma was slightly unstable to heat and exhibited a slightly increased Michaelis constant for fructose-6-phosphate. A single predominant fast-migrating GPI form existed in the patient's white blood cells, while the electrophoretic pattern in the red cells was composed, in addition to this 'fast band,' of a major band migrating as normal GPI and of an additional slow band. It is shown that this phenomenon may be ascribed to postsynthetic events modifying the charge of the mutant enzyme.